
MULTIPLE BLANKS QUESTIONS IN Bb TESTS: 
 
Fill in Multiple Blanks questions use variables to identify different places in the text for students 
to type missing values. 

Creating the Question 

Fill in Multiple Blanks questions have two parts: the question and the set of answers. Phrase the 
question so that it is apparent where the answer goes. Variables must be unique and placed 
within square brackets [ ]. Separate sets of answers are defined for each variable. Bracketed 
variables appear as text boxes to students. 

Example question: In first aid, the mnemonic ABC stands for [A], [B], and [C]. 

Variables 

Variables must be composed of letters, digits (0-9), periods ( . ), underscores ( _ ) and hyphens ( 
- ). No spaces are allowed in the variable name. Up to 10 variables can be included in the 
question. If the left square bracket ( [ ) character appears in the variable but is not used to 
identify a variable, it must be preceded by a back slash to prevent the system from reading the 
text following it as a variable. Variable names must be unique and cannot be reused within the 
question. 

Answer Sets 

As many as 100 different answers can be added for each variable in the question. To add more 
than one answer, select from the Number of Answers drop-down list. To delete an answer, 
click Remove. For each answer you select Contains, Exact Match, or Pattern Match to specify 
how the answer you specify is evaluated against the student's answer. For Contains and Exact 
Match, select the check box if the answer is Case Sensitive. 

Keep the answers simple and limited to as few words as possible. Limit answers to one word to 
avoid extra spaces between words or the order of the words in the answer causing a student 
answer to be scored as incorrect. 

 Provide additional answers that allow for common spelling errors or select Pattern 
Match from the drop-down list in the answer to create a regular expression that allows 
for spelling variations. 

 Select Contains from the drop-down list in the answer to allow for abbreviations or 
partial answers. This option counts the student's answer as correct if it includes the 
word or words you specify. For example, set up a single answer that contains Franklin so 
that Benjamin Franklin, Franklin, B Franklin, B. Franklin, and Ben Franklin are all counted 



as correct answers. This eliminates the need for you to list all acceptable possibilities for 
the answer Benjamin Franklin. 

Pattern Match 

Pattern Match is an advanced technique that enables you to use regular expressions when 
specifying correct answers to allow for some variability in the answers that will be counted as 
correct. They enable you to count certain patterns as correct, rather than an exact text match. 
For example, regular expressions enable grading of the wide range of possible answers that are 
typical of scientific data. 

In a regular expression, most characters in the string match only themselves and are called 
literals. Some characters have special meaning and are called metacharacters. You can conduct 
an internet search on regular expressions for a complete list. Here are a few examples: 

 A dot (.) matches any single character except newline characters. 
 Brackets [ ] match anything inside the square brackets for one character. 
 A dash (-) inside square brackets allows you to define a range. For example 

[0123456789] could be rewritten as [0-9]. 
 A question mark (?) makes the preceding item in the regular expression optional. For 

example, Dec(ember)? will match Dec and December. 

Simple string examples: 

 b.t - matches with bat, bet, but, bit, b9t because any character can take the place of the 
dot (.) 

 b[aeui]t matches bat, bet, but, bit 
 b[a-z]t would accept any three-letter combination that begins with b and ends with t. A 

number would not be accepted as the second character. 
 [A-Z] matches any uppercase letter 
 [12] matches the target character to 1 or 2 
 [0-9] matches the target character to any number in the range 0 to 9 

When you select Pattern Match for an answer, you can click Check Pattern to open a new 
window where you can test your pattern to be sure it will produce the results you want. After 
testing and editing the pattern, click Save & Exit to save your modified pattern as the answer. 

Optionally, type feedback to display to students when they give a correct or an incorrect 
answer. When partial credit is awarded, students receive the feedback message for correct 
answers. 

Allow Partial Credit 



By selecting Allow Partial Credit, a portion of the total points for a question is awarded when 
the answer is not entirely correct. 

Categories and Keywords 

Metadata such as Categories, Levels of Difficulty, Topics, and Keywords are added to questions 
to make them easier to retrieve in searches, to create question sets, or to use questions from 
pools and or other assessments. This information is optional. 

Feedback 

Optionally, type feedback to display to students when they give a correct or an incorrect 
answer. Feedback messages are the same for every correct or incorrect answer. When partial 
credit is awarded, students receive the feedback message for correct answers. 

Point Values and Extra Credit 

Points and extra credit are handled in the Points boxes for each question on the test canvas. By 
selecting Extra Credit, a correct answer will result in added points as defined in the Points box. 
An incorrect answer will not result in a point deduction. 

HERE is a video tutorial on the Bb site that may help explain the processes as well. 

(http://help.blackboard.com/en-

us/Learn/9.1_SP_10_and_SP_11/Instructor/070_Tests_Surveys_Pools/100_Question_Types/Fill_in_Mul

tiple_Blanks_Questions) 

http://help.blackboard.com/en-us/Learn/9.1_SP_10_and_SP_11/Instructor/070_Tests_Surveys_Pools/100_Question_Types/Fill_in_Multiple_Blanks_Questions

